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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like flammable lemons.

So I have a bit of a problem. This winter, my
best friend at Tech is going to be graduating,
and he is going to be walking. The issue is
that the same day, my sister is scheduled to
be married. I can’t be in two places at once;
which should I attend? - Stuck in Traffic
Dear Stuck,
...Why can’t you be in two places at once? It’s
this sort of thinking that makes for poor engineering skills. MTU has various
engineering departments, a physics department, a computer science department... the list goes on! The obvious solution to this answer is to get
some of your buddies from each major and brainstorm up a device that
allows you to make a perfect copy of yourself. Think of the applications,
man! You could go to both events at once! You could have an airtight
alibi for the fiasco involving raw eggs and your most despised teacher’s
car! You could be two parts of an epic threesome! Remember, some gals
totally dig identical twins. This market is completely untapped and it could
be YOU that gets that cash cow. Just remember: when it comes time to
split the profits evenly amongst the members of your group, you already
have an alibi for where you were when all of them mysteriously disappear,
unable to collect their portions of the ridiculous profits that will be made.
Or, you could just use it on your favorite Daily Bull newspaper and have
two copies. Twice the bullhead. I don’t think I even need to say just how
epic of a scenario that would be.

HOCKEY HOCKEY HOCKEY
WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN

How to Enrage Every Single Major Ever
by Lunartic ~ Daily Bull

As we learn, we change. We accrue a large collection of nerd jokes in
our area of expertise that we start to understand and chuckle at. We
form identities based on what we know and what we pursue - and
we also rack up a collection of pet peeves and ways people can
piss us off.
At a university where people are neatly categorized according to
their field of study, it’s easy to know how to get on someone’s nerve
by just asking their major. Below are some quotes that you can use
as ammunition – or, if you’re a student that takes academics seriously,
jokes that you’ll need to learn to laugh at and not let them get to you.
Or they’re ignorant things that people say and you need to learn to
laugh at them for being stupid.
Psychology Major:
“Are you psychoanalyzing me right now?” the last thing I want to do
at a party is homework...
“No, really, are you psychoanalyzing me?” that’s not even most of
what we do; you’re looking for a therapy concentration. And even
that takes concentrated effort and guided questions....
...see Pissin’ Contest on back

Charming the Ladies Vol. 3
by Steve “Ladies Man” Whittaker ~ Daily Bull
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Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Real Food! Real Spices! Fresh Veggies!
Artisan Crusts! Tons of Toppings!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100
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Movie
When going to take girl to the
movie, especially if you plan on
paying for her as well, be sure to
take her to see a movie in Fisher.
When buying the tickets make
it painfully obvious that you are
sparing no expense by complaining about how expensive it
is to see movies in Fisher and that
she is lucky to have such a nice
and rich guy to take her.
When at the concessions stand
it is important to point out to
her that eating candy and popcorn is terrible for a girl’s figure.
However you must purchase at
least two candy bars, a bag of
popcorn and a soda for yourself. Once the movie starts make
sure to eat and drink at a loud
volume audible to your date and
everyone within an 8-ft radius of
your seat. Girls can’t help but find
this sexy. When something funny
happens in the movie laugh ex-
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cessively as to tell your date that
what happened was funny.

“Not even a little?” Fine. You’re
obsessive and paranoid. Happy?

If it’s a scary movie try to yell at
the actor on screen when something is about to surprise them.
Everyone watching the movie
will more than likely thank you for
warning them about the scary
thing happening.

Biomed Major:
“Can you tell me what’s wrong
with me?” we deal in hardware.
“Does this look infected?”
Ewww, I don’t want to look at
that! If you want a diagnosis, take
it to a pre-med! I’m the engineer
that designs the parts, I’m not the
mechanic that fixes them!
“Can I have a prosthetic?” Sure,
it’ll cost you an arm and a leg.
“Did you pick your major so
you could ‘play doctor’?” No, I
picked it so I could play God!

Dropping Her Off
After taking your date home it is
time to tell her what a great time
you had by talking about how
expensive everything was and
complaining in general about
anything you can. Obviously this
is the point to kiss her and make
sure to do it even if she doesn’t
want you to. Remember as always No Means Yes!

Computer Sciences:
“Can you fix my computer?”
“Do you make video games?”
Because every CS major makes
games. Just like every chem ma-

5th of November

Remember, Remember,
The Fifth of November
The alcohol poisoning got
I know of one reason
Why the alcohol treason
Will surely be forgot.
WHAATTTT V FOR VODKAAA!

In all seriousness, though!
PUT DOWN YOUR BOTTLES!
If you remember the 5th of
November, and if you want
to hang out and watch V for
Vendetta, come join the Daily
Bull staff at 2 o’clock tomorrow afternoon. Because this is
an impromptu event, we can’t
promise you popcorn, pizza,

free gold nuggets, or Guy
Fawkes masks, but we would
nonetheless welcome your
company! Come to Fisher hall
and look for our symbol – it’s
like calling out to Batman.
Actually… it’s more like, “Look
for our signs because we
don’t know yet what room we
will be in.” The registrar hasn’t
gotten back to us on our room
request, but we promise we’ll
make it known where to find
us. Hope to see some cool
fans there.

VIVA!
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Pre-Med Major:
“Can you make me a bionic human?” Go bug the biomed major.
“Does this look infected?” Yes,
that yeast has a parasitic human
growing on it.
“Did you pick your major so you
could ‘play doctor’?”
English Major:
“So, what do you want to do
when you graduate?”
“What’s your favorite preposition
to end a sentence with?”
“Do you like to casually split infinitives?”
Spanish Major:
“Yo hah-blow cass-tay-lan-o!”
Art Major:
“Can you draw me a picture?”
Scientific & Technical Communication Major:
“So, what exactly is your major?”
“SDC? Like, up the hill?”
“Who’s your favorite technical
writer?”
“Can you proofread my paper?”
There is no A in “tomorrow”.
Stop using the word “enhance”,
seriously.* What the hell are you
even trying to say here? Did you
really include a meme in your
term paper?! There’s not a single
verb in this sentence! How did
you pass elementary school?!
Were you drunk?
Forestry Major:
“So you’re getting a degree in
hippy?”
“So, which leaves are edible?”
“Could you do what Bear Grylls
does?”
Math Major:
“Can you do my math homework
for me?” Sure. Can you do my
history homework for me?
“So, what can you do with all
of the high-end math?” Nothing.
Stop reminding me of this fact.

The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily
Bull for buying our own damn printer that this
publication is printed on. We would also like
to thank the Student Activity Fee for helping
to pay for our paper and toner costs. And
our vuvuzelas.

Advertising inquiries, questions
& comments should be
directed to bull@mtu.edu

jor makes food preservatives.

Remember, for the 5th of November, institute a Catholic theocracy in your
neighborhood, today! After all, Guy Fawkes would want you to!

*Editor’s Note: “Hey, captain
STC - punctuation goes inside
the quotation marks,” the editor
noted in jest. “Seriously.”

